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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Minogue and Associates with Doherty Environmental Ltd. have been commissioned 

by Offaly County Council to undertake a Statement in support of Screening for 

Appropriate Assessment for the proposed Grand Canal Greenway Cycle Route from 

Plunkett Bridge, Pollagh to Henesy’s Bridge, Goldsmithlot, as shown in Figure 1.1. 

This statement in support of Screening for Appropriate Assessment (i.e. Screening 

exercise) is being undertaken in order to comply with the requirements of Article 6(3) 

of the Habitats Directive and Article 42 of the European Communities (Birds and 

Natural Habitats) Regulations. Section 42(1) of these regulations requires a Public 

Authority to carry out a screening for appropriate assessment of a project which it 

wishes to undertake. The screening for Appropriate Assessment is required to assess 

the project individually or in combination with another plan or project for its potential 

to result in a likely significant effect on a European Site(s), in view of best scientific 

knowledge and in view of the conservation objectives of relevant European Site(s). 

The function of this Screening Exercise is to identify the potential for the project to 

result in likely significant effects to the Conservation Objectives of European Sites 

and to provide information so that the competent authority can determine whether an 

Appropriate Assessment is required for the project. 

1.1 STAGE 1 SCREENING METHOD 

The function of the Screening exercise is to identify whether or not the proposal will 

have the potential to result in likely significant effect on European Sites. In this 

context “likely” refers to the presence of doubt with regard to the absence of 

significant effects (ECJ case C-127/02) and “significant” means not trivial or 

inconsequential but an effect that has the potential to undermine the site’s 

conservation objectives (English Nature, 1999; ECJ case C-127/02 &). In other 

words, any effect that compromises the conservation status of a European Sites and 

interferes with achieving its conservation objectives would constitute a significant 

effect.
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Figure 1.1. Site location 
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The nature of the likely interactions between the project and the conservation status 

of European Sites will depend upon the sensitivity of these sites and their reasons for 

designation to potential impacts arising from the project; the current conservation 

status of the features for which European Sites have been designated; and any likely 

changes to key environmental indicators (e.g. habitat structure; vegetation 

community) that underpin the conservation status of European Sites, in combination 

with other plans and projects.  

This Screening exercise has been undertaken with reference to respective National 

and European guidance documents: Appropriate Assessment of Plans and Projects in 

Ireland: Guidance for Planning Authorities (DEHLG 2010) and Assessment of Plans 

and Projects Significantly Affecting Natura 2000 sites – Methodological Guidance of 

the Provisions of Article 6(3) and (4) of the Habitats directive 92/43/EEC and 

relevant European and National case law. The following guidance documents were 

also of relevance during this Screening Assessment: 

• A guide for competent authorities. Environment and Heritage Service, Sept 

2002. Appropriate Assessment of Plans and Projects in Ireland – Guidance for 

Planning Authorities (2010). DEHLG. 

• OPR Practice Note PN01 Appropriate Assessment Screening for Development 

Management (2021). Office of the Planning Regulator 

• Assessment of Plans and Projects Significantly Affecting Natura 2000 Sites – 

Methodological Guidance of the Provisions of Article 6(3) and (4) of the 

Habitats Directive 92/42/EED. European Commission (2001). 

• Managing Natura 2000 Sites – The provisions of Article 6 of the Habitats 

directive 92/43/EEC. European commission (2000). (To be referred to as MN 

2000). 

The EC (2001) guidelines outline the stages involved in undertaking a Screening 

exercise of a project that has the potential to have likely significant effects on 

European Sites. The methodology adopted for this Screening exercise is informed by 

these guidelines and was undertaken in the following stages: 
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1. Describe the project and determine whether it is necessary for the conservation 

management of European Sites;  

2. Identify European Sites that could be influenced by the project; 

3. Where European Sites are identified as occurring within the sphere of influence of the 

project identify potential effects arising from the project and screen the potential for 

such effects to negatively affect European Sites identified under Point 2 above; and  

4. Identify other plans or projects that, in combination with the project, have the 

potential to affect European Sites. 

There is absolutely no reliance placed in this AASR on (a) measures intended to 

avoid/reduce harmful effects on the European sites, (b) construction management/best 

practice measures, or (c) any other measures (such as SUDS) which are proposed 

with no relation to the intention of avoiding or reducing any potentially harmful effect 

of the development on any European site. 
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2.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

2.1 DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED PROJECT 

The route will commence at Henesey’s Bridge in the townland of Goldsmithlot and use 

the northern towpath for the full length to Plunketts Bridge, Pollagh, a distance of 

5.5km. This stretch has a number of existing properties an access is required to 

numerous agricultural fields and working farmyards. The southern towpath has greater 

vehicular use associated with residential and agricultural uses along the Grand Canal 

Line and also the public road connection between Pollagh and Rahan villages. One of 

the primary reasons for the proposed use of the northern towpath from Plunkett Bridge 

eastwards, relates to pedestrian and cyclist safety. Table 2.1 below presents the 

proposed chainages and work for the Greenway. 

2.1.1 Features of the proposed development 

The proposed Henesy’s Bridge – Plunkett’s Bridge Greenway will include the 

following features: 

• 5.5km of shared walking and cycling Greenway along the existing towpath. 

• Path widths will vary along the greenway from 2.5m to 3m at its widest. Widths 

will be dictated by existing on-site features. 

• Improvements to the existing towpath along the Grand Canal through the 

provision of a suitable surface, i.e. Quarry Dust, Surface Dressing or Asphalt 

Tarmac, depending on the local conditions for pedestrian and cyclists’ use. 

• Provision of traffic safety measures and signage to facilitate safe pedestrian 

and cycling crossings at Henesy’s Bridge to Plunkett Bridge (all protected 

structures) 

• Provision of access controls (pedestrian/cycling-friendly gates), road 

markings, traffic calming measures on the proposed cycle/walkway. 
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Table 2.1 Chainages and Proposed Works for the proposed route 

Chainage Existing Condition Description of works 

Chainage 20,050 (Plunkett 

bridge) to Chainage 20,300 

(the Pull Inn Public House) 

Existing Tarred Public 

Road 

Shared Surface on Existing 

Public Road 

Chainage 20,300 (the Pull 

Inn Public House) To 

Chainage 20,600 

Existing Gravel towpath on 

Northside of the Canal. 

(Local access) 

Shared Surface on Public 

Road- (Bound Surface 

proposed) 

Chainage 20,600 to 

Chainage 22,350 

Grass Towpath on northside 

of the canal. 

New cycle path 3m wide 

along existing towpath. 

(Quarry Dust proposed. 

Chainage 22,350- to 

Chainage 23670 

(Cornalaur Bridge) 

Existing Gravel towpath on 

Northside of the Canal. 

New cycle path 3m wide 

along existing towpath. 

Proposed Shared surface 

with Agricultural and Local 

Traffic. (Bound surface 

proposed) 

Chainage 23,670 

(Cornalaur Bridge) to 

Chainage 24,600 

(Ballincloughan Bridge) 

Grass Towpath on northside 

of the canal. 

New cycle path 3m wide 

along existing towpath. 

Proposed Shared surface 

with Agricultural and Local 

Traffic. (Bound surface 

proposed) 
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Chainage 24,600 

(Ballincloughan Bridge) to 

Chainage 25,500 (Henesy’s 

Bridge) 

Existing Tarred Public 

Road on Northside of the 

Canal. 

Shared surface on Public 

Road- (Bound surface 

proposed). The towpath will 

be 3.5 m wide here with 

pull ins to facilitate larger 

agricultural machinery 

access for this part of the 

greenway route. 

2.2 METHODOLOGY FOR GREENWAY CONSTRUCTION 

2.2.1 General Methodology 

The proposal entails the upgrading of the existing navigation towpath, which is also 

(part) National Way-marked Trail along the Grand Canal. This is primarily intended to 

be a shared cycle and pedestrian route but will provide a multi-use shared leisure route. 

It will initially connect Henesy’s Bridge, (Rahan) to Plunkett’s Bridge, Pollagh. 

2.2.2 Trail Surface Types 

Tailored surface finishes shall be employed to ensure a durable and fit for purpose trail 

in accordance with National Trails Office Guidance. These surfaces will not only 

improve accessibility, but also provide a more robust surface that will be able to 

withstand increased. Footfall and traffic. The proposed surface types to be used on the 

cycleway are as listed below: 

• Type A: Compacted Stone and Dust (unbound) 

• Type B: Surface Dressing (bound), and 

• Type C: Bitmac/Asphalt (bound) 
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Type A is an unbound surface of compacted stone and dust will be used primarily in 

rural areas along sections of the route that will be trafficked by pedestrians and cyclists 

only. 

Type B will be a bound dressed surfaced and will be applied to any existing deteriorated 

bound surfaces. It will also be applied to existing sections of the canal Bank that will 

be used by limited traffic in the future. 

Type C will either be bitmac/asphalt concrete and will be constructed in primarily urban 

areas, areas of road widening incorporating shared use surfaces and approximately 15m 

on either side of approaches to road crossings. 

2.2.3 Construction Materials 

Materials for construction of the works will be imported and stockpiled within the site 

boundaries at the local and regional road access points as detailed on the drawings and 

also below in the section relating to Access Routes. The materials to be employed shall 

principally consists of: 

• Geotextile ground reinforcing cloth 

• Granular sub-base maetial (NRA clause 804) 

• 6mm crushed limestone dust 

• Dense Bitumen Macadam to NRA Specification for Road Works (Series 900) 

• Hot rolled asphalt  

• Topsoil/grass seed 

• Signage and miscellaneous furniture 
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2.2.4 Construction Methodology 

Construction materials will be transported from stockpiled areas either along the canal 

banks in bog meisers or along the existing public road in appropriately sized Dumpers 

or Trucks for construction of the trail. Excavation using mini diggers will be kept to a 

minimum, if undertaken at all, to ensure minimum disruption to the Canal Bank. 

Levelling of materials will be carried out using mini excavators in restricted areas. 

Excavation of the existing surface will be kept to a minimum and avoided completely 

where there is a risk of damage to existing tree roots. Excavated material will be used 

for the reinstatement of the edges of the new trail to reduce material importation costs 

as well as minimise the risk of the introduction of non-native invasive flora. It is not 

envisaged that there will be a need to remove large quantities of excavated material 

from within the site boundary. 

Detailed construction methodologies for each of the surface types are contained below 

in the section relating to Construction Methodologies for Surface Types. 

• Construction Methodology for Surface Types 
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Type A: Compacted Stone & Dust 

 
 

Table 2.2 Type A Compacted Stone and Dust 

Type A: Compacted Stone and Dust 

Locations Material Specification 

Primarily in rural areas along sections of the 

route that will be trafficked by pedestrians 

and cyclists only 

Geotextile Polybrane 240 Membrane or 

alternative equivalent product grade 

 

Sub -Base layer 4” Down Broken Stone, 

then Granular sub-base, in accordance 

with Clause 804 of Tii Specification. 
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Surface layer 0/6mm crushed limestone 

or quarry dust. 

Construction Sequence (Refer to Figure 1) 

Formation Tray Excavation where unavoidable (Desirable Width of 3.3mm. Note width will vary 

from a maximum 3.3m wide and reduce to suit existing restricted access widths for example at lock 

houses and lock gates)  

Overlay to Existing Path (Desirable Path Width of 3.0m. Note width will vary from a maximum 

3.0m wide and reduce to suit existing restricted access widths for example at lock houses and lock 

gates) 

Grade out irregularities to form 3.3m wide formation tray (width of formation tray to be 

approximately 300mm wider than the path width) to maximum depth of 100mm below ground 

level. (Actual depth will depend on depth of sub-base being used, which will depend on ground 

conditions. Where possible new construction will overlay existing). Formation tray should be 

rectangular in section with vertical sides and level base. 

Any Stripped vegetation and excavated topsoil to be stacked neatly either side of formation tray to 

be used for reinstatement of path shoulders.  

There would be no excavation requirements in regard to the overlay of the existing surface other 

than to address isolated issues with soft spots. 

Geotextile Installation 

Lay and secure geotextile sheet in formation tray or on top of the existing ground. Overlap joining 

sheets by 1.0m. 

If required in soft ground - Lay and secure geogrid on top of geotextile sheet. Overlap joining sheets 

by 1.0m. 
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Sub-base layer 

Using either a drag box or suitable excavator lay the required depth of 4” down Broken Stone upon 

the geotextile sheet to falls and levels, to form 1:50 (2%) camber or 1:40 (2.5%) cross-fall in 

maximum layer depths of 150mm – 200mm. Then 100mm Clause 804 granular sub-base. Depths 

of Sub-base will depend on existing ground conditions. 

Compact sub-base layer using a pedestrian roller taking care not to apply undue pressures to the 

canal bank until satisfactory compaction is achieved. 

Once sub-base layer is compacted, check levels of the surface at regular intervals along the 

compacted sub-base layer for consistent even surface regularity. Any part of the sub-base layer 

deviating from the required level must be raked off or topped up with additional Clause 804 

granular sub-base and re-compacted to the correct levels. 

Surface Layer 

Using either a drag box or suitable excavator lay 25mm depth of 6mm limestone dust to falls and 

levels, to form 1.5m to 2.5m wide path surface with 1:50 (2%) camber or 1:40 (2.5%) crossfall 

along the centre line of compacted sub-base layer. 

Compact surface layer using a roller until satisfactory compaction is achieved. 

Once rolling is finished, check levels of the surface at regular intervals along the compacted surface 

layer for consistent even surface regularity. Any part of the surface layer deviating from the 

required level must be raked off or topped up with additional 6mm limestone dust and re- 

compacted to the correct levels. 

Landscaping 

Using available topsoil and turfs from excavations (and only if necessary, imported topsoil). 

Landscaped verges and edges should be finished level with path surface and taper down and away 

from the path surface to allow surface water to run off onto adjacent verges. 
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Type B: Surface Dressing (Bound) 

 
 

Table 2.3 Type B: Surface Dressing (bound) 

Type B: Surface Dressing (bound)  

Locations Material Specification 

Existing deteriorated bound 

surfaces and locations. It will also 

be applied to existing sections of 

the canal Bank that will be used by 

limited traffic in the future. 

Tack Coat Cationic Bitumen 

Emulsion in accordance with NRA 

Specification for Road Works and 

BS 434. 

 

Base layer Regulating course to 

NRA Specification for Road Works 

(Series 900) to fill potholes and 
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surface irregularities and create 

necessary cross-falls and cambers. 

 

Surface layer Single layer of 

chippings (3mm) applied to a 

surface dressing adhesive of resin 

or hot sprayed coat of bitumen 

emulsion to NRA Specification for 

Road Works 

Construction Sequence (Refer to Figure 2) 

Surface Preparation (Desirable Path Width of 3.0m and varies depending on width 

of existing bound surface) 

Clean existing surface of weed growth and debris and apply tack coat were required 

Base Layer 

Using mini paving machine lay regulating course to fill potholes and achieve falls 

and levels, to form 3.0m wide surface (will vary depending on width of existing 

bound surfaces) with 1:50 (2%) camber or 1:40 (2.5%) cross-fall. 

Compact layer thoroughly using a roller and continue rolling until full compaction 

is achieved taking care not to apply undue pressures to the canal bank. 

Once rolling is finished, check levels of the surface at regular intervals along the 

compacted regulating layer for consistent even surface regularity. Any part of the 

regulating course layer deviating from the required level must be regulated with 

additional material and re-compacted to the correct levels. 
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Surface Layer 

Spray surface dressing adhesive of hot sprayed coat of bitumen emulsion on the 

regulated surface and apply the 10mm chippings in accordance with Clause 919. 

Compact surface course layer thoroughly using a roller until full compaction is 

achieved taking care not to apply undue pressures to the canal bank 

Loose chippings to be swept and removed from the finished surface before opening 

for use. 

Landscaping 

Using available topsoil and turfs from excavations (and only if necessary, imported 

topsoil). Landscaped verges and edges should be finished level with path surface 

and taper down and away from the path surface to allow surface water to run off 

onto adjacent verges. 
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Type C: Bitmac/ Asphalt 

 

Table 2.4 Type C Bitmac/Asphalt 

Locations Material Specification 

Urban sections of the trail, sections of road 

widening for shared use and approaches to road 

crossings. 

Geotextile Polybrane 240 Membrane or 

alternative equivalent product grade 

 

Sub -Base layer 4” Down Broken Stone then 

Granular sub-base, in accordance with Clause 

804 of Tii Specification. 
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Base layer 60mm Dense Bitumen Macadam base 

course to NRA Specification for Road Works 

(Series 900) 

 

Surface layer 40mm hot rolled asphalt to NRA 

Specification for Road Works (Series 900) or 

Dense Bitumen Macadam wearing course to 

NRA Specification for Road Works (Series 900) 

Construction Sequence (Refer to Figure 3) 

(a) Formation Tray Excavation where unavoidable (Desirable Width of 3.3mm. Note width 

will vary from a maximum 3.3m wide and reduce to suit existing restricted access widths for 

example at lock houses and lock gates) 

 (b) Overlay to Existing Path (Desirable Path Width of 3.0m. Note width will vary from a 

maximum 3.0m wide and reduce to suit existing restricted access widths for example at lock 

houses and lock gates) 

Grade out irregularities to form 3.3m wide formation tray (width of formation tray to be 

approximately 300mm wider than the path width) to maximum depth of 100mm below 

ground level. (Actual depth will depend on depth of sub-base being used, which will depend 

on ground conditions. Where possible new construction will overlay existing). Formation 

tray should be rectangular in section with vertical sides and level base. 

Any Stripped vegetation and excavated topsoil to be stacked neatly either side of formation 

tray to be used for reinstatement of path shoulders. 
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There would be no excavation requirements in regard to the overlay of the existing surface 

other than to address isolated issues with soft spots. 

Geotextile Installation 

Lay and secure geotextile sheet in formation tray or on top of the existing ground. Overlap 

joining sheets by 1.0m. 

If required in soft ground - Lay and secure geogrid on top of geotextile sheet. Overlap joining 

sheets by 1.0m. 

Sub-base Layer 

Using either a drag box or suitable excavator lay the required depth of 4” down Broken Stone 

upon the geotextile sheet to falls and levels, to form 1:50 (2%) camber or 1:40 (2.5%) cross-

fall in maximum layer depths of 150mm – 200mm. Then 100mm Clause 804 granular sub-

base. Depths of Sub-base will depend on existing ground conditions 

Compact sub-base layer using a pedestrian roller taking care not to apply undue pressures to 

the canal bank until satisfactory compaction is achieved. 

Once sub-base layer is compacted, check levels of the surface at regular intervals along the 

compacted sub-base layer for consistent even surface regularity. Any part of the sub-base 

layer deviating from the required level must be raked off or topped up with additional Clause 

804 granular sub-base and re-compacted to the correct levels. 

Base layer 

Using mini paving machine lay 60mm depth of dense bitumen macadam base course to NRA 

Specification for Road Works (Series 900) and to falls and levels, to form 2.5m wide path 

surface with 1:50 (2%) camber or 1:40 (2.5%) cross-fall. 

Compact layer thoroughly using a roller and continue rolling until full compaction is 

achieved taking care not to apply undue pressures to the canal bank. 
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Surface Layer 

Using mini paving machine lay 45mm depth of hot rolled asphalt or dense bitumen macadam 

wearing course to NRA Specification for Road Works (Series 900) and to falls and levels, to 

form 2.5m wide path surface with 1:50 (2%) camber or 1:40 (2.5%) crossfall. 

Compact surface course layer thoroughly using a roller and continue rolling until full 

compaction is achieved taking care not to apply undue pressures to the canal bank. 

Landscaping 

Using available topsoil and turfs from excavations (and only if necessary, imported topsoil). 

Landscaped verges and edges should be finished level with path surface and taper down and 

away from the path surface to allow surface water to run off onto adjacent verges. 

 

 

 

2.2.5 Best Practice Construction Approach 

All construction works, relating to the activities and construction sequence outlined in 

the section above, will be undertaken in accordance with the following: 

• Inland Fisheries Ireland’s Requirements for the Protection of Fisheries Habitat 

during Construction and Development Works. 

• CIRIA (Construction Industry Research and Information Association) 

Guidance Documents 

• Control of water pollution from construction sites (C532) 

• Control of water pollution from linear construction projects: Technical 

Guidance (C648) 
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• Control of water pollution from linear construction projects: Site Guide (C649) 

• Environmental Good Practice on Site (C692) 

• NRA Guidance Documents 

• Guidelines for the Crossing of Watercourses during the Construction of 

National Road Schemes 

• Guidelines for the Management of Noxious Weeds and Non-Native Invasive 

Plant Species on National Roads 

• Guidelines for the Protection and Preservation of Trees, Hedgerows and Scrub 

Prior to, during and Post Construction of National Road Schemes 

2.3 MEASURES FOR ECOLOGICALLY SENSITIVE AREAS 

One ESA (Pollagh-Cornalour towpath) has been identified along the towpath, 

consisting of a narrow strip of calcareous grassland with orchids, sedges and other 

flowering plants. Prior to works commencing, these shall be identified and fenced off 

to restrict access of construction staff, machinery and other equipment/material from 

these areas. Furthermore, a briefing outlining the sensitivity of this ESA and the 

requirement to adhere to measures intended to safeguard the status of this ESA will be 

provided to all staff.  

2.4 NON-NATIVE INVASIVE SPECIES 

The presence or otherwise of non-native invasive species has been identified along the 

proposed Greenway Route during habitat surveys undertaken in July and August 2015. 

The site was walked through in June 2021. Any vegetation clearance or construction 

works to be undertaken in the vicinity of areas identified as supporting non-native 

species will be undertaken in accordance with the Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII) 

(formerly the National Roads Authority (NRA)) guidance measures for the control and 

management of noxious weeds and non-native invasive species (see NRA, 2010). 
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2.5 MEASURES TO PROTECTED WATER QUALITY AND SURFACE WATER 

BODIES 

• One aquaducts occur along the Greenway Route –the Blundell Aquaduct. This 

aqueduct crosses over watercourses associated with the Boyne catchment. To 

prevent the ingress of any surface water or dust emissions to these watercourses 

during the construction phase temporary silt trap and impermeable barrier will 

be placed along the edge of the aqueduct while dust screens will be placed over 

the aqueduct guardrails. 

• Suitable prevention measures should be put in place at all times to prevent the 

release of sediment to the Grand Canal and other drainage channels associated 

with construction areas and migration to adjacent watercourses. To reduce 

erosion and silt-laden runoff, create, where possible, natural vegetation buffers 

between the construction footprint and the Grand Canal and other drainage 

channels and divert runoff from exposed excavated areas. 

• Disturbance to natural drainage features should be avoided during the 

construction and/or maintenance of routes.  

• Excavated material will not be stored immediately adjacent to watercourses.  

• During route maintenance no construction activities should be undertaken at 

watercourse crossing in wet weather conditions.  

• Any refuelling or lubrication of machinery will not be undertaken within 50m 

of a watercourse. 

2.6 OTHER MEASURES TO MINIMISE DISTRUBANCE DURING 

CONSTRUCTION 

• Any excavations and/or vegetation removal will be minimised during 

construction and/or maintenance works. 

• Construction machinery should be restricted to public and or site roads. As a 

general rule machinery should not be allowed to access, park or travel over 

areas outside the footprint of proposed walking/cycling routes. 

• Where necessary drainage waters from construction areas should be managed 

through a series of treatment stages that may include swales, check dams and 
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detention ponds along with other pollution control measures such as silt fences 

and silt mats. 

• Where vegetation associated with treelines, hedgerows, individual mature 

trees, scrub or woodland is required, this shall only be undertaken outside the 

breeding bird season, between March and August inclusive. 

• Where extensive areas of ground are to be exposure during route construction 

or maintenance dust suppression should be undertaken during periods of dry 

weather. 

• All chemical substances required during construction and/or maintenance 

works will be stored in sealed containers. 

• Spill kits will be required on site during construction and/or maintenance 

works. 

• Disseminate information on sensitive ecological receptors, such as sensitive 

habitats, breeding upland birds etc. occurring adjacent to or in the wider area 

surrounding routes. This information will aim to educate recreational users on 

the conservation status and sensitivities of such receptors to encourage 

responsible usage of routes. 

• Where necessary provide landscaping to minimise potential disturbance to 

sensitive species. Planting of vegetation screens and the management of 

existing hedgerows and treeline to screen sensitive species habitat i.e. nesting 

sites, from routes will be undertaken. 

• Provide route facilities, such as trail-heads in areas away from sensitive 

habitats and species. 

Further details on the best practice construction approach and other environmental safeguards 

to be implemented during the construction and operation of the proposed development are 

outlined in the Environmental Management Plan for the project. 
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3.0 SUMMARY OF BASELINE ECOLOGY 

The following text is adapted from Tobin Consulting Engineers’ Ecological Survey 

Report of the Grand Canal within Offaly County (October 2015).  A site walkover 

was completed in June 2021 to assess any changes in ground conditions in the 

intervening period.  These surveys have mapped habitats occurring along this section 

of the canal and have gathered baseline information on the presence and distribution 

of protected species supported by this section of the canal.    

3.1 PLUNKETT’S BRIDGE, POLLAGH – 31
ST

 LOCK CORNALOUR 

3.1.1 Summary of Habitats 

The towpath next to the amenity area around Pollagh includes an amenity grassland 

mown pathway and canal verge habitats. Northwards of the site includes fields that 

have been mapped as GS1 with elements of GA1 and one inner section mapped as wet 

grassland (GS4). Eastwards of the site includes cutaway bog with some bare peat areas 

and patches of healthy/grassy vegetation comprising mainly gorse, birch and willow 

scrub, which have been mapped as bog woodland (WN7) with areas of planted birch 

on the peatland margins to the north. Another expanse of cutaway bog is situated on 

the south of the site with associated amenity grassland. A stretch of raised bog supports 

a community of ling, cross-leaved heath, purple moor grass, bog asphodel and 

sphagnum mosses.  

The complete list of the recorded habitats from Plunkett’s Bridege – 31st Cornalour are 

as follows: 

Table 3.1. List of Habitats at Plunkett’s Bridge to 31st Lock Cornalour 

Habitat Code Habitat Name 

BL3 Buildings and artificial surfaces 

FW3 Canals 
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FW4 Drainage ditches 

GA2 Amenity grassland (improved) 

GS2 Dry meadows and grassy verges 

GS3 Dry-humid acid grassland 

GS4 Wet grassland 

GM1/GS4/FS1/GS1 Towpath mosaic 

WL1 Hedgerow 

WL2 Treelines 

WN7 Bog woodland 

PB1 Raised bog 

PB4 Cutover bog 

 

3.1.2 Summary of Flora and Fauna 

The pine marten (Martes martes) has been recorded at this site, in addition to the 

invertebrates Small White (Pieris rapae) and Small tortoiseshell (Aglais urticae). The 

birds that have been recorded at this site are as follows: 

Table 3.2. Birds Plunkett’s Bridge to 31st Lock Cornalour 

Birds 

Common Name Scientific Name 

Blackbird Turdus merula 

Blackcap Sylvia atricapilla 

Blue Tit Cyanistes caeruleus 

Bullfinch Pyrrhula pyrrhula 

Buzzard Buteo buteo 

Chaffinch Fringilla coelebs 

Chiffchaff Phylloscopus collybita 
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Coal Tit Actitis hypoleucos 

Dunnock Prunella modularis 

Goldcrest Regulus regulus 

Goldfinch Carduelis carduelis 

Great Tit Parus major 

House Martin Delichon urbica 

House Sparrow Passer domesticus 

Jay Garrulus glandarius hibernicus 

Linnet Carduelis cannabina 

Long-tailed Tit Aegithalos caudatus 

Meadow Pipit Anthus pratensis 

Moorhen Gallinula chloropus 

Pheasant Phasianus colchicus 

Reed Bunting Emberiza schoeniclus 

Robin Erithacus rubecula 

Sedge Warbler Acrocephalus schoenobaenus 

Snipe Gallinago gallinago 

Spotted Flycatcher Muscicapa striata 

Starling Hirundo rustica 

Swallow Sylvia communis 

Whitethroat Phylloscopus trochilus 

Willow Warbler Columba palumbus 

Woodpigeon Acrocephalus schoenobaenus 

Wren Troglodytes troglodytes 

3.2 31
ST

 LOCK CORNALOUR – 30
TH

 LOCK, BALLINCLOUGHIN BRIDGE 

3.2.1 Summary of Habitats 

A mown amenity grassland is present along the northern towpath in this section. The 

towpath verge contains an area of woodland (WN2) dominated by ash, oak, sycamore 
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and hawthorn, which extends in a strip prior to merging into a hedge characterised by 

hawthorn, privet and brambles with a dry grass bank on the inner side. There are ash 

and elm trees around the quarry boundary south of the bridge, which transitions into a 

lower scrub with bramble, dog rose, rock cotoneaster, blackthorn and ivy (WS1). 

Poplars populate the treeline adjacent to the farm. Typical emergent aquatic species 

were present, such as stoneworts, whorled water milfoil, unbranced bur-reed, perfoliate 

pondweed, broad-leaved pondweed and shining pondweed. 

The following table presents the full list of habitats recorded from this site: 

Table 3.4. List of Habitats at 31st Lock Cornalour to 30th Lock, Ballincloughin Bridge 

Habitat Code Habitat Name 

BL3 Buildings and artificial surfaces 

FW3 Canals 

FW4 Drainage Ditches 

GA2 Amenity grassland (improved) 

GS2 Dry meadows and grassy verges 

GM1/GS4/FS1/GS2 Towpath mosaic 

WL1 Hedgerow 

WL2 Treelines 

WN2 Oak-ash-hazel woodland 

ED2 Spoil and bare ground 

ED3 Recolonising bare ground 

WS1 Scrub 

3.2.2 Summary of Flora and Fauna 

A few invertebrates have been recorded in this section in addition to the list of birds 

(as presented below). These are: Meadow brown (Maniola jurtina), Ringlet 

(Aphantopus hyperantus) and Small tortoiseshell (Aglais urticae). 
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Table 3.5. Birds at 31st Lock Cornalour to 30th Lock, Ballincloughin Bridge 

Common Name Scientific Name 

Birds  

Blue Tit Cyanistes caeruleus 

Buzzard Buteo buteo 

Chiffchaff Phylloscopus collybita 

Dunnock Prunella modularis 

Goldfinch Carduelis carduelis 

Moorhen Gallinula chloropus 

Pied Wagtail Motacilla alba yarrellii 

Reed Bunting Emberiza schoeniclus 

Sedge Warbler Acrocephalus schoenobaenus 

Wren Troglodytes troglodytes 

Yellowhammer Emberiza citrinella 

3.3 30
TH

 LOCK, BALLINCLOUGHIN BRIDGE – HENESY’S BRIDGE 

3.3.1 Summary of Habitats 

Roadways with scattered dwellings are found within this section. Verge habitats on the 

outer side of the roadways are primarily low hedgerows and ornamental garden hedges. 

Hedgerows are dominated by blackthorn, brambles, ash, hazel and elder. The canal 

verge vegetation includes the usual transition from narrow reedbed, to marsh/wet 

grassland species to dry grassland species.  

Communities present are common with no particular conservation interest. The canal 

verge widens out on the northern towpath close to Henesy’s Bridge, overgrown with 

young ash and bramble. The southern canal verge has a cut grassland edge and marginal 

vegetation is quite sparse. Macrophytes include the usual emergent species and whorled 

water milfoil, unbranched bur-reed, shining pondweed and Canadian waterweed.  

The following table presents the complete list of habitats in this section: 

Table 3.7 List of Habitats at 30th Lock, Ballincloughin Bridge to Henesy’s Bridge 

Habitat Code Habitat Name 

BL3 Buildings and artificial surfaces 
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FW3 Canals 

FW4 Drainage Ditches 

GA2 Amenity grassland (improved) 

GS2 Dry meadows and grassy verges 

Gm1/GS4/FS1/Gs2 Towpath mosaic 

WL1 Hedgerow 

WL2 Treelines 

3.3.2 Summary of Flora and Fauna 

The fauna recorded at this section include one invertebrate, Peacock (Aglais io), and 

six bird species: Coal Tit (Periparus ater hibernicus), Greenfinch (Carduelis chloris), 

Heron (Ardea cinerea), House Sparrow (Passer domesticus), Starling (Sturnus 

vulgaris), and the Woodpigeon (Columba palumbus).  

3.4 ECOLOGICALLY SENSITIVE AREAS (ESAS) 

The Tobin Engineering Grand Canal Survey identified one ESA within the Pollagh-

Henesy’s Bridge stretch. ESAs are supported by the following criteria: 

• Areas supporting species rich habitats not common within the locality 

• Areas supporting rare, protected or assemblages of locally rare or notable 

plant species 

• Areas supporting high faunal activity or potential for faunal activity. 

The ESA 7 Pollagh-Cornalour towpath contains a narrow strip of calcareous 

grassland along the canal verge. Management practices such as irregular mowing 

have allowed an open sward to develop with orchids, sedges and other flowering 

plants. The calcareous element corresponds with the Annex I habitat ‘orchid-rich 

calcareous grassland (6210)’. Characteristic calcareous grassland species present 

included orchids (common spotted, fragrant, twayblade), quaking grass, yellow rattle, 
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bird’s trefoil, common, glaucous and pill sedges, wild carrot, lady’s bedstraw and ox-

eye daisy. 

3.4.1 Invasive Species 

The ecological survey conducted by Tobin Engineers for Waterways Ireland in 2015 

have highlighted the following invasive species1:  

• Canadian waterweed (Elodea canadensis)  

• Snowberry (Symphoricarpos albus) 

• Montbretia (Crocosmia x crocosmiiflora) 

4.0 EUROPEAN SITES OCCURRING WITHIN THE ZONE OF INFLUENCE OF 

THE PROJECT 

Current guidance recommends that all European Sites occurring within 15km of 

project sites should be identified at the outset of an impact assessment process. A 

total of seven European Sites have been identified in the surrounding 15km area. 

Table 4.1 lists these European Sites and the spatial relationship between each of these 

sites and the project site is shown on Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2.  

In addition to the European Sites occurring within a 15km area of the project site the  

DEHLG 2010 guidelines on Appropriate Assessment of Plans and Projects in Ireland 

also advise that where the potential exists for a hydrological pathway to occur 

between the project site and European Sites beyond the 15km distance, then these 

sites should also be included as part of the Screening Assessment. As such the 

 

1 Although the non-native Sycamore (Fagus sylvatica) was additionally recorded 

throughout the study sections, it has not been considered invasive for the study purposes. 
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European Sites hydrologically linked to the study area are also included. The 

proposed greenway crosses the headwater streams associated with the River Brosna 

catchment. These crossings are made by existing aqueducts. The River Brosna flows 

into the River Shannon Callows SAC and the Mid-Shannon Callows SPA. While 

there is no direct link between the project site and the River Brosna catchment due to 

the existing aqueduct crossings, the location of the proposed greenway within this 

surface water catchment establishes a potential hydrological link between the project 

site and these two European Sites. The location of these European Sites are shown in 

Figure 4.3 and are also listed in Table 4.1. 

The qualifying features of interest of the SACs and the special conservation interests 

of the SPAs listed in Table 4.1 below are provided in Appendix 1. 

The next step of this Screening exercise is to identify which, if any of these sites, 

occur within the zone of influence of the proposed greenway. As the nearest 

European Site (Clara Bog SAC) is located at a remote distance (approximately 

2.45km) from the project site, the project will not have the potential to result in direct 

impacts to European Sites. Thus this Screening exercise focuses on investigating 

whether the proposed greenway will have the potential to result in indirect effects to 

European Sites or affect mobile species associated with European Sites beyond the 

boundaries of their designated conservation areas. 

A source-pathway-receptor model has been used to establish which European Sites 

could occur within the zone of influence of potential indirect impacts. Under such a 

model the project, as described above, represents the source.  

Potential impact pathways are restricted to hydrological pathways as aquaeous 

emissions to surface water and the canal represent the only potential emission to be 

generated during the project. Any European Sites occurring downstream of, or 

otherwise linked to the proposed greenway via hydrological pathways are considered 

to occur within the zone of influence of the project. The potential for qualifying 

species of surrounding European Sites to interact with the study area is also included 

as a potential impact pathway.  
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The receptors represent European Sites and their associated qualifying features of 

interest. All qualifying features of interest and special conservation interests as listed 

in Appendix 1 have been considered during the identification of European Sites 

occurring within the zone of influence of the project.  

European Sites and their associated qualifying features are likely to occur in the zone 

of influence of the project only where the above pathways establish a link between 

the study area and European Sites or where the project site is likely to play an 

important role in supporting populations of mobile species that are listed as special 

conservation interests/qualifying species for surrounding European Sites. Table 4.1 

provides a determination as to whether each European Site within a 15km buffer 

distance of the project site occur within the zone of influence of the project. This 

determination has been undertaken in line with the following assessment questions:  

• Is there a hydrological pathway linking the Project site to European Sites? 

• Are qualifying habitats of these European Sites at risk of experiencing 

impacts as a result of the project? 

• Does the project site have the potential to interact with or support Annex II 

qualifying species/special conservation interest species of these European 

Sites? 
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Figure 4.1 Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) within 15km of the proposed development 
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Figure 4.2. Special Protection Areas (SPAs) within 15km of the proposed development 
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Figure 4.3. Hydrological Pathways  
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Table 4.1: Identification of European Sites occurring within the Zone of influence of the Project 

European 

Sites  

Distance 

from Project 

Site 

Is there a Hydrological Pathway and 

does the project have the potential to 

interact with qualifying habitats? 

Does the Project have the potential to 

interact with Mobile Species 

Do European Sites occur within the 

Projects Zone of Influence? 

Charleville 

Wood SAC 

Site Code: 

000571 

 

6.4km to the 

southeast 

No. This SAC is selected for the 

following habitats and species listed on 

Annex I/II of the E.U. Habitats 

Directive: 

[91E0] Alluvial Forests 

[1016] Desmoulin’s Whorl Snail 

(Vertigo moulinsiana) 

The SAC is located at the head of the 

Brosna SubCatchment, upstream of the 

Clodiagh River and the Tullamore River. 

Although the Desmoulin’s Whorl Snail has 

been listed as an Annex II qualifying species 

for this SAC, this species is supported by 

marginal habitat along the fringes of the 

Charleville Lake in the southern portion of the 

SAC. It also occurs along the outflow of the 

drains is likely to occur along the Grand 

Canal. This species is not associated with the 

Tullamore River, which flows through the 

SAC.  

 

No. For the reasons outlined in column 2 no 

potential impact pathways links the project 

site to this SAC. 

Clara Bog 

SAC 

2.4km to the 

northeast 

No. The qualifying interests for this SAC 

are: 

No. This SAC does not list any Annex II 

species as qualifying interests. 

No. No impact pathways link the project site 

to this SAC.  
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Site Code: 

000572 

 

[6210] Orchid-rich Calcareous Grassland 

[7110] Raised Bog (Active_ 

[72120] Degraded Raised Bog 

[7150] Rhynchosporion Vegetation 

[91D0] Bog Woodland 

This SAC is designated for the presence 

of the Annex 1 peatland habitats which 

are ombrotrophic in nature and are not 

influenced by surface water lotic 

processes. This SAC is located lower 

down along the River Brosna catchment 

but is not connected via surface 

watercourses to the project site.   

 

Clonaslee 

Eskers & 

Derry Bog 

SAC 

Site Code: 

000859 

12.6km to the 

south 

No. The qualifying interests for this SAC 

are: 

[7230] Alkaline Fens 

[1013] Geyer’s Whorl Snail (Vertigo 

geyeri) 

The waterbodies relevant for this SAC 

are the rivers Derry Hills Stream and 

No. Although the Geyer’s Whorl Snail has 

been recorded at the fen area at this site, the 

species itself is sedentary and the project site 
is located at a considerable distance to not 

have any influence on the population. The 

species is considered vulnerable due to the 

loss of habitat particularly through drainage. 

The project however does not interact with 

this SAC via any impact pathways and 

No. No impact pathways link the project site 

to this SAC. 
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 Ballynacarrig, which are contained 

within the Silve[Kilcormac]_SC_010 

Subcatchment, which is separate to the 

subcatchment containing the project site. 

therefore does not hold the potential to interact 

with the species. 

Ferbane Bog 

SAC 

Site Code: 

000575 

 

7.5km to the 

west 

No. The qualifying interests for this SAC 

are: 

[7110] Active raised bogs 

[7210] Degraded raised bogs still capable 

of natural regeneration 

[7150] Depressions on peat substrates of 

the Rhynchosporion 

The rivers relevant for this SAC are Holy 

Well Clogawny and Moyclare. Both 

water streams originate from the SAC 

and merge into the Blackwater River 

downstream. The water bodies are 

contained within a separate 
subcatchment 

(Shannon[Lower]_SC_030). 

No. No Annex II species have been recorded 

as qualifying features at this SAC. 

No. No impact pathways link the project site 

to this SAC. 

Moyclare Bog 

SAC 

Site Code: 

10.9km to the 

west 

No. The qualifying interests for this SAC 

are: 

[7110] Active raised bogs 

No Annex II species have been recorded as 

qualifying features at this SAC. 

No impact pathways link the project site to 

this SAC.  
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000581 [7120] Degraded raised bogs still capable 

of natural regeneration 

[7150] Depressions on peat substrates of 

the Rhynchosporion 

The water bodies interacting with this 
SAC are the Lisdaly River and Holy 

Well Clonbonniff, which merge into the 

Blackwater River downstream. All 

waterbodies are in a separate 

subcatchment 

(Shannon[Lower]_SC_030).  

Raheenmore 

Bog SAC 

Site Code: 

000582 

5km to the 

east 

No. This SAC is designated for the 

presence of the Annex 1 peatland 

habitats which are ombrotrophic in 

nature and are not influenced by surface 

water lotic processes. This SAC is 

located at the head of the River Brosna 

catchment upstream from the project site.   

No. No Annex 2 species are listed as 

qualifying features of interest for this SAC. 

No. No impact pathways link the Project site 

to this SAC. 

Mid-Shannon 

Callows SPA 

Site Code: 

004096 

19.6km to the 

southwest 

Yes. The Derrycooly Stream which 

intersects with the proposed development 

drains into the River Brosna catchment, 

which drains into this SPA.  

The qualifying interests include: 

[A038] Whooper swan 

The project site does not support habitat upon 

which populations of special conservation 

interests of this SPA rely. However the 

potential for the hydrological pathway to lead 

to interactions between the special 

conservation interest species of the SPA and 

the project requires further examination.  

Yes. The potential for the hydrological 

pathway, linking the project site to this SPA, 

to function as an impact pathway requires 

further examination to establish whether or 

not the project could result in downstream 

effects to this SPA.  
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[A050] Wigeon 

[A122] Corncrake 

[A140] Golden Plover 

[A142] Lapwing 

[A156] Black-tailed godwit 

[A179] Black-headed gull  

[A999] Wetland and Waterbirds 

River Shannon 

Callows SAC 

Site Code: 

000216 

19.6km to the 

southwest. 

Yes. The Derrycooly Stream which 

intersects with the proposed development 

drains into the River Brosna catchment, 

which drains into this SPA. 

Qualifying interests for this SAC 

include: 

[6410] Molinia meadows on calcareous, 

peaty or clayey-silt-laden soils 

[6510] Lowland hay meadows 

[7230] Alkaline fens 

This SAC is designated for its role in 

supporting a population of otters. The location 

of the project site, approximately 50km 

upstream of this SAC situates it outside the 

territorial area of any otters supported by this 

SAC. However the potential for the 

hydrological pathway to lead to interactions 

between the otter population of the SAC and 

the project requires further examination. 

Yes. The potential for the hydrological 

pathway, linking the project site to this SAC, 

to function as an impact pathway requires 

further examination to establish whether or 

not the project could result in downstream 

effects to this SPA.  
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[8240] Limestone pavements 

[91E0] Alluvial forests with Alnus 

glutinosa and Fraxinus excelsior 

[1355] Otter 
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Table 4.1 above outlines the relationship between the project site and the European Sites 

occurring within the surrounding 15km buffer area and downstream along the River Shannon. 

Of the seven European Sites occurring within a 15km radius of the Project site, none have 

been identified as occurring within the zone of influence of the project site.  

A hydrological pathway has been identified linking the project site to the two River Shannon 

Callows European Sites. As such the remainder of this Screening aims to identify whether the 

project will have the potential to result in likely significant effects to the Mid-Shannon 

Callows SPA and the River Shannon Callows SAC  

4.1 EUROPEAN SITES OCCURRING WITHIN THE ZONE OF INFLUENCE OF THE 

VARIATON 

The following sub-sections provide an overview of the River Shannon Callow European 

Sites. 

4.1.1 Mid-Shannon Callows SPA  

The Middle Shannon Callows SPA is a long and diverse site which extends for approximately 

50km from the town of Athlone to the town of Portumna. The site has extensive areas of 

callow, or seasonally flooded, semi-natural, lowland wet grassland, along both sides of the 

river. The callows are mainly too soft for intensive farming but are used for hay or silage or 

for summer grazing. Other habitats of smaller area which occur alongside the river include 

lowland dry grassland, freshwater marshes, reedbeds and wet woodland. The diversity of 

semi-natural habitats present and the sheer size of the site attract an excellent diversity of bird 

species, including significant populations of several.  

The site is a Special Protection Area (SPA) under the E.U. Birds Directive, of special 

conservation interest for the following species: Whooper Swan, Wigeon, Corncrake, Golden 

Plover, Lapwing, Black-tailed Godwit and Black-Headed Gull. It is also of special 

conservation interest for holding an assemblage of over 20,000 wintering waterbirds. and the 

site and its associated waterbirds are of special conservation interest for Wetland & 

Waterbirds.  
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The Middle Shannon Callows SPA supports a breeding population of Corncrake (19 pairs - 

five year mean peak between 2003 and 2007, based on records of calling males).  

The Middle Shannon Callows SPA is an internationally important site that supports an 

assemblage of over 20,000 wintering waterbirds. It holds internationally important 

populations of two species - Whooper Swan and Black-tailed Godwit. In addition, there are 

four species that have wintering populations of national importance. The site also supports a 

nationally important breeding population of Corncrake. Of particular note is that several of 

the species which occur regularly are listed on Annex I of the E.U. Birds Directive, i.e. 

Whooper Swan, Corncrake and Golden Plover.  

4.1.2 River Shannon Callows SAC  

The site is a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) selected for the following habitats and/or 

species listed on Annex I / II of the E.U. Habitats Directive (* = priority; numbers in brackets 

are Natura 2000 codes):  

• [6410] Molinia Meadows  

• [6510] Lowland Hay Meadows  

• [8240] Limestone Pavement*  

• [91E0] Alluvial Forests* 

• [1355] Otter (Lutra lutra)  

The River Shannon Callows is mainly composed of lowland wet grassland. Two habitats 

listed on Annex I of the E.U. Habitats Directive are well-represented within the site – Molinia 

meadows and lowland hay meadows. The former is characterised by the presence of the 

Meadow Thistle (Cirsium dissectum) and Purple Moor-grass (Molinia caerulea), while 

typical species in the latter include Meadow Fescue (Festuca pratensis), Rough Meadow-

grass (Poa trivialis), Downy Oat-grass (Avenula pubescens), Common Knapweed (Centaurea 

nigra), Ribwort Plantain (Plantago lanceolata) and Common Sorrel (Rumex acetosa). In 

places these two habitats grade into one another.  
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Low-lying areas of the callows with more prolonged flooding are characterised by Floating 

Sweet-grass (Glyceria fluitans), Marsh Foxtail (Alopecurus geniculatus) and wetland herbs 

such as Yellow-cress (Rorippa spp.), Water Forget-me-not (Myosotis scorpioides) and 

Common Spike-rush (Eleocharis palustris). Most of the callows consist of a plant community 

characterised by Creeping Bent (Agrostis stolonifera), Brown Sedge (Carex disticha), 

Common Sedge (Carex nigra), and herbs such as Marsh- marigold (Caltha palustris) and 

Marsh Bedstraw (Galium palustre), while the more elevated and peaty areas are characterised 

by low-growing sedges, particularly Yellow Sedge (Carex flava agg.) and Star Sedge (Carex 

echinata). All these communities are very diverse in their total number of plant species, and 

include the scarce species Meadow-rue (Thalictrum flavum), Summer Snowflake (Leucojum 

aestivum) and Marsh Stitchwort (Stellaria palustris).  

A further two Annex I habitats, both listed with priority status, have a minor though important 

presence within the site. Alluvial forest occurs on a series of alluvial islands just below the 

ESB weir near Meelick. Several of the islands are dominated by well-grown woodland 

consisting mainly of Ash (Fraxinus excelsior) and Willows (Salix spp.). The islands are prone 

to regular flooding from the river.  

At Clorhane, an area of limestone pavement represents the only known example in Co. 

Offaly. It is predominantly colonised by mature Hazel (Corylus avellana) woodland, with 

areas of open limestone and calcareous grassland interspersed. The open limestone pavement 

comprises bare or moss -covered rock, or rock with a very thin calcareous soil cover 

supporting a short grassy turf.  

Two species which are legally protected under the Flora (Protection) Order, 1999, occur in 

the site - Opposite-leaved Pondweed (Groenlandia densa) in drainage ditches, and Meadow 

Barley (Hordeum secalinum) on dry alluvial grassland. This is one of only two known inland 

sites for Meadow Barley in Ireland. The Red Data Book plant Green-winged Orchid is known 

from dry calcareous grasslands within the site, while the site also supports a healthy 

population of Marsh Pea (Lathyrus palustris).  

This site holds a population of Otter, a species listed on Annex II of the E.U. Habitats 

Directive.  
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The Shannon Callows has by far the largest area of lowland semi-natural grassland and 

associated aquatic habitats in Ireland, and one in which there is least disturbance of natural 

wetland processes. Botanically, it is extremely diverse with two legally protected species of 

plants and many scarce species. Excellent examples of two habitats listed on Annex I of the 

E.U. Habitats Directive occur within the site – Molinia meadows and lowland hay meadows 

with good examples of a further two Annex habitats (both with priority status). In winter the 

site is internationally important for numbers and species of waterfowl. In spring it feeds large 

numbers of birds on migration, and in summer it holds very large numbers of breeding 

waders, rare breeding birds and the endangered Corncrake, as well as a very wide variety of 

more common grassland and wetland birds. The presence of Otter, an Annex II species, adds 

further importance to the site.  

4.1.3 Qualifying Features of Interest/Special Conservation Interests Occurring within the Zone 

of Influence of the Project 

Table 4.2 below lists the qualifying features of interest/special conservation interests of the 

two European Sites occurring within the zone of influence of the Project site and identifies the 

interest features that occur within the zone of influence of the proposed rezoning.  

Table 4.2: Qualifying Features of Interest/Special Conservation Interests Occurring Within the 

Zone Of Influence of the Project site   

European Site Qualifying 

Interest  

Does the qualifying feature of interest/special 

conservation interest occur within the Sphere of 

Influence of the Project 

River Shannon 

Callows SAC  

[6410] Molinia 

Meadows  

 

No. This is a terrestrial habitat whose conservation 

status is not influenced by or underpinned by surface 

water quality. 
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[6510] Lowland 

Hay Meadows  

No. This is a terrestrial habitat whose conservation 

status is not influenced by or underpinned by surface 

water quality. 

[8240] Limestone 

Pavement*  

No. This is a terrestrial habitat whose conservation 

status is not influenced by or underpinned by surface 

water quality. 

[91E0] Alluvial 

Forests* 

No. While this habitat is influenced surface water 

quality it is located a significant distance downstream 

from the project site. The only example of this habitat 

within this SAC is on islands within the River 

Shannon to the south of Meelick. These examples of 

alluvial woodland are located over 60km downstream 

from the project site. This distance along with the 

considerable watercourses occurring between the 

project site and these woodland are sufficient to ensure 

that this features does not occur within the zone of 

influence of the project.  

[1355] Otter 

(Lutra lutra)  

Yes. This species is influenced by surface water 

quality. 

Mid-Shannon 

Callows SPA  

Whooper Swan 

(Cygnus cygnus) 

[A038] 

Yes. This species relies on habitats influenced by 

surface water quality.  

Wigeon (Anas 

penelope) [A050] 

Yes. This species relies on habitats influenced by 

surface water quality. 
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Corncrake (Crex 

crex) [A122] 

Yes. This species relies on habitats influenced by 

surface water quality. 

Golden Plover 

(Pluvialis 

apricaria) [A140] 

Yes. This species relies on habitats influenced by 

surface water quality. 

Lapwing (Vanellus 

vanellus) [A142] 

Yes. This species relies on habitats influenced by 

surface water quality. 

Black-tailed 

Godwit (Limosa 

limosa) [A156] 

Yes. This species relies on habitats influenced by 

surface water quality. 

Black-headed Gull 

(Chroicocephalus 

ridibundus) [A179] 

Yes. This species relies on habitats influenced by 

surface water quality. 

Wetland and 

Waterbirds [A999] 

Yes. The wetland and waterbird habitats of this SPA 

are influenced by surface water quality.   

Following on from Table 4.2 above, the following features of interest of the Mid-Shannon 

Callows European Sites have been identified as being linked to the project site via a 

hydrological pathway:  

• Otters;  

• Special conservation interest bird species of the Mid-Shannon Callows SPA; and  

• Wetland and waterbirds of the Mid-Shannon Callows SPA.   
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5.0 ASSESSMENT OF LIKELY SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS TO FEATURES OF 

INTEREST WITHIN THE ZONE OF INFLUENCE OF THE PROJECT  

The consideration of likely significant effects to European Sites as a result of the project 

relates to an examination of the project’s potential to result in contamination to local surface 

waters with consequent adverse effects downstream at the Mid-Shannon Callows European 

Sites. The local surface water that will receive contaminated surface water in the event of a 

release of pollutants to the aquatic environment are the head water streams of the River 

Brosna catchment. Whether the project will have the potential to result in adverse effects to 

the European Sites and their relevant features of interest downstream of the project site is 

dependent on the capacity of the hydrological pathway between the project site and these 

European Sites to function as an effective impact pathway. An assessment of the hydrological 

pathway and its potential to function as an impact pathway is provided in the following sub-

section.  

5.1 ASSESSMENT OF THE HYDROLOGICAL PATHWAY  

The nearest point of the Mid-Shannon Callows European Sites to the project site is 

approximately 19.6km downstream along the River Brosna catchment (see Figure 4.3 for an 

overview of the hydrological pathway). The headwater streams draining lands in the vicinity 

of the project site represent a minor fraction of the overall volume of freshwater drained by 

the River Brosna catchment. This coupled with the low quantities of potential polluting 

materials to be stored on site will eliminate the potential for the project, even in the event of 

the release of contaminated surface water to local receiving waters, from having an effect on 

the conservation status of European Sites downstream along the River Shannon. 

Further details on the reasons supporting this evaluation of the hydrological pathway’s lack of 

potential to function as an impact pathway are as follows: 

• The potential link between the project site and the hydrological pathway linking it to 

the Mid-Shannon Callows SPA European Sites is at very localised points at one 

aqueduct crossing along the proposed greenway. The materials required during 
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construction at these points will be limited in quantity. Only quantities needed for 

works the single aqueduct crossing point will be stored on site during the works. 

• The quantities of potentially polluting materials that will be used in the vicinity of the 

aqueduct crossing throughout the construction phase will be small and in the unlikely 

event of their ingress to watercourses flowing under the proposed greenway will 

become quickly diluted downstream. The bulk of all material required for the 

construction phase will be stored at the proposed construction compound.  

• The low volumes of water runoff discharging to the receiving head waters flowing 

under the proposed greenway, which will facilitate dilution of any potentially 

polluting surface water runoff locally within these waterbodies; and 

• The minor fraction of freshwater flows that the headwaters flowing under the 

proposed greenway contribute to the overall freshwater flows in the River Brosna 

catchment and the River Shannon. This minor ratio will facilitate thorough dilution of 

any potentially polluting surface water entering the head waters of the Brosna 

catchment prior to draining into the River Shannon and the Mid-Shannon Callows 

European Sites. 

5.2 ASSESSMENT OF PROJECT ELEMENTS 

An Ecological Cumulative Assessment (EcCIA) of the Grand Canal Greenway from the River 

Shannon to Dublin Bay has been completed on behalf of Waterways Ireland (Rough 

O’Donovan, 2016). This EcCIA listed the potential ecological impacts that may arise as a 

result of the provision of a Greenway along the Grand Canal. The impacts identified are as 

follows:  

Earth Works: Construction of the proposed greenway will involve excavation of a small 

amount of soil. There is also the potential for small excavation works as part of the ongoing 

maintenance activities. This creates the potential for sediment and/or nutrient run-off, 

especially if soil is stored in an unconsolidated state for a period of time. Suspended solids or 

nutrients resulting from the decomposition of organic material could potentially enter the 
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drainage features, such as the head waters of the River Brosna. Given the low volume of spoil 

that will be generated at aqueduct crossing points there will be no potential for significant 

sediment inputs to the head waters of the River Brosna catchment. In addition due to the 

distance (of approximately 20km) between the project site and the nearest point of the Mid-

Shannon Callows European Sites downstream there will be no potential for sediment to be 

conveyed downstream to these European Sites.  

Disturbance to Fauna: the proposed greenway is located at a very remote distance from the 

European Sites along the River Shannon and activities during the construction phase and the 

operation phase will not have the potential to result in disturbance to the otter population and 

special conservation interest bird species supported by these European Sites.   

Pollution of Watercourses: The risk of pollution to surface watercourses posed by the 

project will be low (see Section 5.1 above) and there will be no potential for the activities 

associated with the construction phase to result in changes to water quality within the 

European Sites downstream along the River Shannon. 

Spread of Invasive Species: The results of ecological surveys in 2015 concluded that the 

high-risk invasive species included Japanese Knotweed, Rhododendron and the American 

Mink, none of which were recorded at the site of the proposed development. The invasive 

species recorded from the site of the proposed development were the Canadian waterweed, 

Snowberry and Montbretia, none of which are considered high-risk. As Canadian waterweed 

is an aquatic species and there are no instream works proposed as part of the project, there is 

no potential for the project to interact with or result in the spread of this species. Adequate 

care will be taken so as to not spread the terrestrial Snowberry and Montbretia species into the 

surrounding environment or any of the European Sites, which are situated at a considerable 

distance from the project site. 

Disturbance during the operation phase: The proposed greenway will result in an increase 

in recreational activity along the canal line. Due to the location of the proposed greenway at a 

remote distance from any populations of species that are listed as qualifying features for 

surrounding European Sites and from any qualifying habitats of surrounding European Sites 
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there will be no potential for the project to result in disturbance to European Sites during its 

operation phase. 

5.3 IN-COMBINATION EFFECTS 

There are currently no major infrastructural schemes in preparation in the project area. The 

following planning applications have been noted from a search of the project site from 

myplan.ie on 30th August 2021.  

Table 5.1. Planning applications within the last five years 

Application details  Description Decision 

1816 (2018) 

St Mary's National School , 

Pullough , Rahan Tullamore Co. 

Offaly R53 K521 

The construction of a single-storey 

extension to the rear of the 

existing school, consisting of two 

new resource rooms, and all 

associated site works and services 

Conditional 

18568 (2018) 

Canal Line 

Pullagh 

Tullamore, Co. Offaly 

(Retention) existing garage / 

storage shed and all associated site 

works 

Conditional 

17305 (2017) 
Canal Line 

Pollagh 

Co. Offaly 

(Retention) a domestic garage/fuel 
storage shed and the retention of 

existing entrance. the application 

will also consist of the retention of 

all associated site works and 

drainage 

Conditional 

20213 (2020) 

Ballincloghan, Rahan 

Tullamore 

The construction of an agricultural 

shed and associated works 

Conditional 

None of the developments listed above will give rise to significant impacts on environmental resources due to 

the relatively small scale of the project, and there will be, similarly, no predicted cumulative impacts in 

relation to environmental resources, for example in terms of habitat loss of disturbance, to, protected species, 

as a result of the proposed development of emissions to water or air arising from the same.  

 

Overall, the effects will relate to the increased recreational use of the Greenway over time. 

However, as this is an established recreational route with no additional lighting proposed, it is 

considered that no significant cumulative effects will arise at the local level. Given the 

absence of cumulative impacts at the local level, there will be no potential for the project to 

combine with other sections of the Grand Canal greenway to result in cumulative effects to 

the European Sites situated at reasonable distances from the project site.  
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6.0 ASSESSMENT OF LIKELY SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS IN VIEW OF EUROPEAN 

SITE CONSERVATION OBJECTIVES  

The function of this screening exercise is to determine whether the proposed greenway project 

is likely to have significant effects on the European Sites occurring within its zone of 

influence. The screening is required to be completed in view of the Conservation Objectives 

for the qualifying features of interest of these European Sites that also occur within the zone 

of influence of the project. 

Site-Specific Conservation Objectives were formulated for River Shannon Callows SAC and 

Middle Shannon Callows SPA (March 2021). These are as follows: 

Table 6.1. Conservation Objectives for EU Sites occurring within Zone of Influence 

European Site Conservation Objective 

River Shannon Callows SAC [000216] To maintain or restore the favourable 

conservation condition of the Annex I habitat(s) 

and/or the Annex II species for which the SAC 

has been selected.  

Middle Shannon Callows SPA [004096] To maintain or restore the favourable  

conservation condition of the wetland habitat at 

Middle Shannon Callows SPA as a resource for 

the regularly-occurring migratory waterbirds that 

utilise it. 

As no detailed Conservation Objectives have been published for the otters and alluvial 

woodland of the River Shannon Callows SAC or the special conservation interest bird species 

of the Mid-Shannon Callows SPA, a review was undertaken of other SACs and SPAs to 

identify sample SSCOs for these interest features. SSCOs for otters, Molinia meadows, 

Alkaline Fens and Limestone pavements have been sampled from the conservation objectives 

of other EU Sites (River Barrow and River Nore SAC, Durnesh Lough SAC, Lisduff Fen 

SAC, and Gortnadarragh Limestone Pavement SAC), while SSCOs for the special 
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conservation interest bird species of the Mid-Shannon Callows SPA have been taken from the 

River Shannon and River Fergus Estuaries SPA. SSCOs have been prepared for only a few 

SPAs in Ireland that support breeding bird species. Examples of these are Rockabill SPA and 

Saltee Island SPA. The attributes and targets used to defined favourable conservation 

condition for breeding birds in these SPAs, are used as SSCOs for the breeding corncrake 

population supported by the Mid-Shannon Callows SPA.  

An assessment of the project’s potential to undermine the SSCOs for the features of interest 

occurring within the zone of influence of the project is also outlined in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2: Assessment of the Project potential to affect the SSCOs of the qualifying feature 

occurring within its Zone of Influence 

Attribute. 

No. 

Attribute Target Assessment 

River Shannon Callows SAC: Otters  

1 Distribution No significant decline The proposed greenway will not have the 

potential to result in a decline in the 

distribution of the otter population supported 

by the SAC. The project is located at a very 

remote distance (19.km) from the SAC and 

will not have the potential to result in 

disturbance to the population of otters 

supported by it. For reasons outlined in 

Section 5 above the project will not have the 

potential result in a risk to surface water 

quality in the vicinity of the project site and 

will not perturb water quality downstream 

within the SAC.  
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2 Extent of terrestrial 

habitat 

No significant decline The project will not result in any loss of 

terrestrial habitat for the otter population 

supported by the SAC.  

3 Extent of marine 

habitat 

No significant decline The project will not result in any loss of 

marine habitat for the otter population 

supported by the SAC. 

4 Extent of freshwater 

habitat (river) 

No significant decline The project will not result in a decline in the 

extent of freshwater habitat available for 

otters. For reasons outlined in Section 5 above 

the project will not have the potential result in 

a risk to surface water quality in the vicinity 

of the project site and will not perturb water 

quality downstream within the SAC. 

5 Extent of freshwater 

habitat (lakes) 

No significant decline The project will not result in any loss of 

marine habitat for the otter population 

supported by the SAC. 

6 Couching sites and 

holts 

No significant decline Any couch sites or holts sites associated with 

the population of otters supported by the SAC 

are located at a significant distance from the 

project site and will not be affected by any 

activities associated with the project.  

7 Fish biomass No significant decline As the project is not predicted to have the 

potential to result in perturbations to water 

quality within or in the vicinity of the SAC it 

will not have the potential to result in a 
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decline in the extent of biomass available for 

the SAC.  

8 Barriers to 

connectivity 

No significant increase The project will not result in any barriers to 

the movement of otters along watercourses 

within or outside the SAC.  

River Shannon Callows SAC Alkaline Fens 

9 Habitat area Area stable of increasing, subject 

to natural processes 

The wetland habitats of the SPA are located at 

a significant distance from the project site and 

there will be no potential for the project to 

result in a decrease in the extent of wetland 

habitat supported by the SPA. 

River Shannon Callows SAC Molinia Meadows on calcareous, peaty or clayey-silt-laden soils 

10 Habitat area Area stable or increasing, subject 

to natural processes 

The wetland habitats of the SPA are located at 

a significant distance from the project site and 

there will be no potential for the project to 

result in a decrease in the extent of wetland 

habitat supported by the SPA. 

River Shannon Callows SAC Limestone pavements  

11 Habitat Area Area stable or increasing, subject 

to natural processes 

The wetland habitats of the SPA are located at 

a significant distance from the project site and 

there will be no potential for the project to 
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result in a decrease in the extent of wetland 

habitat supported by the SPA. 

Mid-Shannon Callows SPA Special conservation interest bird species – Wintering Waterbirds 

12 Population trend  Long term population trend stable 

or increasing  

For reasons outlined in Section 5 above the 

project will not have the potential to 

undermine the targets for this conservation 

objective attribute. 

13 Distribution  There should be no significant 

decrease in the range, timing or 

intensity of use of areas by special 

conservation interest bird species 

of the SPA occurring within the 

zone of influence other than that 

occurring from natural patterns of 

variation  

For reasons outlined in Section 5 above the 

project will not have the potential to 

undermine the targets for this conservation 

objective attribute. 

Mid-Shannon Callows SPA Wetland habitat  

14 Wetland habitat area  The permanent area occupied by 

the wetland habitat should be 

stable and not decreasing, other 

than that occurring from natural 

patterns of variation  

 

The wetland habitats of the SPA are located at 

a significant distance from the project site and 

there will be no potential for the project to 

result in a decrease in the extent of wetland 

habitat supported by the SPA. 

Mid-Shannon Callows SPA Special conservation interest bird species – Breeding Corncrake 
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15 Breeding population 

abundance: 

apparently occupied 

nests 

No significant decline Corncrake breeding habitat and nest sites are 

located a significant distance from the project 

site (over 30km as the crow flies) and there 

will be no potential for the project to result in 

disturbance to these nest sites.  

16 Productivity rate: 

fledged young per 

breeding pair 

No significant decline Breeding productivity for corncrake and birds 

in general is influenced by a range of factors 

such as: the availability of good foraging 

habitat; weather conditions during the 

breeding season; undisturbed nest sites; 

absence of or low rates of predation; absence 

of or low rates of disease. 

Land use activities can influence productivity 

by changing the condition of foraging habitats 

and/or disturbing nest sites. As the project site 

is located approximately 19.6km north-east to 

the SPA, there will be no potential for it to 

result in changes to corncrake foraging habitat 

or result in disturbance to corncrake nest sites.  

17 Distribution: 

suitable nesting 

habitat 

No significant decline Due to the significant distance separating the 

project from the SPA there will be no 

potential for the project to result in any 

changes to the distribution of available 

nesting habitat within the SPA. 

18 Prey biomass 

available 

No significant decline Due to the significant distance separating the 

project from the SPA there will be no 

potential for the project to result in any 
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changes to the availability of prey biomass 

within the SPA. 

The assessment outlined in Table 6.1 above has found that the project will not have the 

potential to undermine the Conservation Objectives for the features of interest of the Mid-

Shannon Callows SPA and the River Shannon Callows SAC occurring within the zone of 

influence of the project. Based on this finding the project will not have the potential to result 

in likely significant effects to the conservation status of these features and the European Sites 

that support them.  

7.0 CONCLUSION 

During the Screening of the proposed greenway it was found that seven European Sites occur 

within a 15km radius of the project site and an additional two European Sites occur at a 

greater distance (i.e. approximately 20km) downstream of the project site. The nearest 

European Site (Clara Bog SAC) to the project site is located approximately 2.45km to the 

southeast. The seven European Sites occurring within a 15km radius of the project site, were 

not identified as occurring within the zone of influence of the project and were screened out 

from further consideration at an early stage of this screening exercise. 

The remain two European Sites occurring along the Mid-Shannon Callows were identified as 

occurring within the zone of influence of the project by virtue of the presence of a 

hydrological pathway linking the project site to these European Sites.  

The potential for the hydrological pathway that links the project to these European Sites, to 

function as an impact pathway was assessed as part of this screening exercise. This 

assessment was completed by considering all aspects of the proposed project that could result 

in the emission of potentially polluting material to the head waters of the River Brosna 

catchment, which flow under the proposed greenway and eventually drain to the Mid-

Shannon Callows European Sites. 
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This assessment found that the Mid-Shannon Callows European Sites downstream are not 

deemed to be at risk of likely significant effects from the project due to:  

The low risk of significant impacts posed by the project to the water quality of the River 

Brosna catchment head waters, flowing under the proposed greenway;  

The low volumes of water runoff discharging to the receiving head waters flowing under the 

proposed greenway, which will facilitate dilution of any potentially polluting surface water 

runoff locally within these waterbodies; and 

The minor fraction of freshwater flows that the headwaters flowing under the proposed 

greenway contribute to the overall freshwater flows in the River Brosna catchment and the 

River Shannon. This minor ratio will facilitate thorough dilution of any potentially polluting 

surface water entering the head waters of the Brosna catchment prior to draining into the 

River Shannon and the Mid-Shannon Callows European Sites. 

For the reasons outlined above it is considered that the proposed greenway along the Grand 

Canal Henesy’s Brige to Plunkett’s Bridge will not present a risk to the Conservation 

Objectives of European Sites downstream at the Mid-Shannon Callows.  

In conclusion, given the absence of impact pathways and the potential for interactions 

between the project and these European Sites there will be no potential for the project to 

result in likely significant effects to these European Sites.  In light of the findings of this 

report it is the considered view of the authors of this Screening Report for Appropriate 

Assessment that it can be concluded by Offaly County Council that the project is not likely, 

alone or in-combination with other plans or projects, to have a significant effect on any 

European Sites in view of their Conservation Objectives and on the basis of best scientific 

evidence and there is no reasonable scientific doubt as to that conclusion. 
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APPENDIX 1: QUALIFYING FEATURES OF INTEREST OF EUROPEAN SITES 

OCCURRING WITHIN THE WIDER SURROUNDING AREA 

A total of seven European Sites were identified as occurring within a 15km radius of the 

project site and an additional two European Sites were identified as occurring downstream of 

the project site at Dublin Bay. Table A1.1 below lists the qualifying features of interest of 

each of these European Sites.  

Table A1.1: Qualifying Features of Interest European Sites occurring within a 15km radius and 

downstream of the Project 

European Sites  Qualifying Feature Of Interest/Special Conservation Interests  

Charleville 

Wood SAC 
Site Code: 

000571 

[91E0] Alluvial Forests 

[1016] Desmoulin’s Whorl Snail (Vertigo moulinsiana)  

Raheenmore 

Bog SAC  

Site Code: 
000582 

[7110] Active raised bogs  

[7120] Degraded raised bogs still capable of natural regeneration 

[7150] Depressions on peat substrates of the Rhynchosporion  

River Shannon 

Callows SAC 

Site Code: 

000216 

[6410] Molinia meadows on calcareous, peaty or clayey-silt-laden soils 

[6510] Lowland hay meadows 

[7230] Alkaline fens 

[8240] Limestone pavements 
[91E0] Alluvial forests with Alnus glutinosa and Fraxinus excelsior 

[1355] Otter 

 

Mid-Shannon 

Callows SPA 

Site Code: 

004096 

[A038] Whooper swan 

[A050] Wigeon 

[A122] Corncrake 

[A140] Golden Plover 

[A142] Lapwing 

[A156] Black-tailed godwit 

[A179] Black-headed gull  
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[A999] Wetland and Waterbirds 

Ferbane Bog 

SAC 

Site Code: 

000575 

[7110] Active raised bogs 

[7210] Degraded raised bogs still capable of natural regeneration 

[7150] Depressions on peat substrates of the Rhynchosporion 

 

Moyclare Bog 

SAC 

Site Code: 

000581 

[7110] Active raised bogs 

[7120] Degraded raised bogs still capable of natural regeneration 

[7150] Depressions on peat substrates of the Rhynchosporion 

 

Clonaslee 

Eskers & Derry 

Bog SAC 

Site Code: 

000859 

[7230] Alkaline Fens 

[1013] Geyer’s Whorl Snail (Vertigo geyeri) 

 

Clara Bog SAC 

Site Code: 

000572 

[6210] Orchid-rich Calcareous Grassland 

[7110] Raised Bog (Active_ 

[72120] Degraded Raised Bog 

[7150] Rhynchosporion Vegetation 

[91D0] Bog Woodland 
 

 

 

 

 


